** SLP WG Agenda – CCSDS Fall 2022 SLP WG Meeting in Toulouse, FR **

Monday, October 17, 2022 9:45 AM – 12:30 PM

9:45 AM – Greetings, overview of Agenda

9:50 AM to 10:15 AM Update to IP over CCSDS (CCSDS 702.1-B) to Version 2.0 to include USLP Data Link Layer Protocol – (WORD Document)

10:15 AM – 10:30 AM Update to Prox-1 GB Figure 4-3 and text to match the current Prox-1 BB, Prox-1 Link Establishment moving onto the Working Channel in Full Duplex – (Powerpoint Pres.)

10:30 AM – 11:00 PM Update to USLP (CCSDS 732.1-B) to include VCP and VCA Services and allowing more than 1 USLP transfer frame per CLTU – (Word Document)

11:00 AM Coffee Break

11:15 AM – 12:00 PM

- Call for any more updates to Space Packet Protocols GB – 1st edition (CCSDS 130.3-G)

- 5 Year Due Diligence Agency Review on SLP WG documents – do we need to consider any more updates ?
  - CCSDS 130.0-G-3 Overview of Space Comm Protocols GB

- Discuss putting SDLS prior to the FARM on the receive side in TC Space Data Link Protocol (proposed reordering is: FOP – SDLS – Encode …… Decode – SDLS – FARM) Topic for joint SLP-SDLS WGs meeting on Wed. PM

12:30 PM or Before – Adjourn the Meeting

SLP WG Contingency – If we need more time, we can resume at 13:30 PM

NOTE: The following joint meetings are planned with SLP WG participation. All times below are in CEST.

- Wed 8:45 – 12:30, Joint SLP/CS/OPT for Variable Length Frames (VLF) + Failure Analysis for GFP

- Wed 17:00-18:00, joint SLP and SDLS on Order between COP and SDLS Functions

- Thur 8:45 – 12:30, Joint SLP/C&S/RFM for S-Band proximity-1 discussion

All meeting materials will be found on our SLP WG directory for this Fall meeting on the CCSDS CWE at the URL below: